
EDGE

Monochromatic simplicity unites nature and urban lifestyle.



Del dit DETALE-projekt DK

Del dit helt eget DETALE projekt eller find massevis af 

inspiration i andres projekter på Instagram under #deta-

lecph. Vi modtager meget gerne billeder til deling på 

hello@detalecph.com

Del ditt DETALE-prosjekt NO

Del ditt helt eget DETALE prosjekt eller finn masse 

inspirasjon i andres prosjekter på instagram under 

#detalecph. Vi vil gjerne motta bilder som vi kan dele, på 

hello@detalecph.com

Dela ditt DETALE-projekt SE

Dela ditt helt eget DETALE-projekt eller hitta  

massor av inspiration i andras projekt på instagram 

under #detalecph. Vi tar gärna emot bilder för delning 

på hello@detalecph.com

Share your DETALE-project UK

Share your DETALE project or find lots of  

inspiration from other projects on instagram  

#detalecph. We are happy to receive pictures  

to share at hello@detalecph.com
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You will need

EDGE wallpaper

Adhesive suitable for non-woven wallpaper 

Utility knife

Paint roller

Wallpaper brush 

Measuring tape

Sponge or cloth and warm water

Shielding e.g. plastic or cardboard

Preparation 

To achieve a nice result, it is important that the wall 

is smooth. If the surface is not smooth it should be 

smoothened entirely with filler and then primed. 

Regular painted walls should just be washed and primed 

before EDGE is installed.  

If you currently have wallpaper, glass tissue, concrete

or plaster, you can read in our FAQ about how best to 

prepare your surface. EDGE FAQ can be found in the 

‘How To’ section on our website detalecph.com.

Designs 

For the two designs Modern Moscow and Sassy 

Stockholm, you should be aware of what is called ‘offset 

fit’. This means you must make sure that the pattern 

fits together, every time you install a new piece of 

wallpaper. For the design Cosy Copenhagen, we also 

recommend making sure the pattern continues for each 

strip of wallpaper you install.  

Your EDGE surface can be washed carefully with a cloth 

or sponge and warm water if necessary.
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Plan out your project before you begin and determine where you will install the first strip of 

wallpaper. Measure your wall so you know how long the wallpaper should be. It is a good idea to 

add 5-10 cm to the length of the strip to ensure that it is long enough. Then, apply adhesive directly 

on the wall, going beyond the width of the strip of wallpaper. It is important that the entire area 

the wallpaper is to be applied to is covered with adhesive. The wall should not be dripping from 

adhesive, but the thickness of the layer should be sufficient for the wallpaper to be well attached 

to the wall. 

Apply the first strip of EDGE wallpaper by holding it up on the wall against the edge of the ceiling. 

Gently brush the wallpaper against the wall, using a suitable wallpaper brush. Start from the 

centre and work your way outwards towards the edges. Make sure that there are no air bubbles 

trapped under the wallpaper and avoid getting any adhesive on the front side of the wallpaper.

 

Should any adhesive end up on the front side of the wallpaper it can be removed with a damp 

cloth with clean, warm water. Excess adhesive should be removed while it is still wet. 

When the strip of wallpaper is well attached to the wall you can cut away excess wallpaper along 

the top- and bottom edges with a utility knife.

Tip: Hold a filling knife up against the wall so you have something to cut along, to  

achieve a sharp and straight result. Make sure you always have a fresh, sharp blade on 

your utility knife.

Repeat the process strip by strip until you have covered the entire wall. The individual strips of 

wallpaper should be fitted directly next to one another, without any gaps and without overlapping. 

Any leftover adhesive squeezed up between the wallpaper strips during the installation should be 

removed with a damp cloth with clean, warm water. Make sure to remove excess adhesive before 

it dries. 
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